
An Introduction to Audience Republic 

 

What is Audience Republic? 

 Marketing campaign system that allows us to: 

-      gather the details (name, email) of people who sign up to our campaign  

- Manage campaign aspects like prize tiers and how people can refer others to our campaign 

- At the conclusion of the campaign, all the sign ups will become part of the MMF mailing list 

 

How will this work for the Melbourne Magic Festival? 

 People who sign up to the campaign during the campaign period will be awarded a 20% discount 

on festival hub show tickets (for a limited time) 

 Those people can then refer their friends to sign up to the same campaign (via a unique link or 

via social media messaging etc) and will be awarded points for this 

 The points earned allows for prize to be awarded (prize tiers) with the top tier prize being the 

coveted Golden Ticket.  

 The more points accrued, the higher the prize tier awarded to that person. 

 The Audience Republic system will automatically calculate who will earn which prize (based on 

points earned and the number of prizes available per tier) 

 

Prize Tiers? Tell me more! 

 The ‘base tier’ that everyone who signs up will receive, is a 20% discount on festival hub show 

tickets (for a limited time) 

 From there, each tier will have a certain number of prizes available to it. Prize description / 

details (including an image and website link of those providing the prize) will be included in each 

tier – which helps generate excitement for the prize and also a promotion opportunity for the 

prize provider (as the list of prizes can be seen by everyone who signs up to the campaign) 

 The prize tiers act as a reward to not only sign up to the campaign but also to refer others to 

sign up – thus increasing the base of people aware of the festival / and increasing interest to 

purchase tickets 

 Once the campaign is done, a list of prize winners will be communicated to the MMF team (who 

will then communicate the winners to the relevant prize providers to make arrangements). 

 Prizes do not need to have a $ value assigned to them – but they do need to have an image and 

a number of prizes to be given away. 

 



How will this benefit the Melbourne Magic Festival? 

 Expansion of reach:  

- Not just for magic fans, but an incentive for those fans to share the campaign with many 

others in their wider networks. 

- this campaign will also be available to others already within Audience Republic system (who 

attend events and festivals) 

- More contacts to be added to the festival mailing list 

 It’s a way to generate excitement about the festival and encourage people to book tickets 

early 

 Aside from being a motivator for people to interact with the campaign, the prize tiers will also 

give a ‘sneak peek’ regarding performers / their show style which is exciting for the campaign 

member, but also helps to lift the profile of those performers as well 

 It will help to create conversation and open dialogue pre festival 


